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Six Critical Skills for Restaurant Food Safety Training

Wash Your Hands!
If you ask the next 10 people you meet to name the most important topic that food service training should
address, chances are that all of them will reply . . .
Food service workers need to be told to wash their hands.
And do you know what? That is the correct answer. The single most important thing that food service
workers need to take away from training is that it is important for them – critically important – to wash their
hands. Or perhaps we should change that statement a little bit, by observing that it is not only important
to train food service workers to wash their hands, but to train them how and when to wash their hands in
the correct way.
Correct and frequent hand washing, as you will learn in this guide, is the single most important step that
restaurant employees can take to prevent food contamination, both from germs and chemicals. Wait staff,
cooks, restaurant hosts, table bussers, and even delivery people have to be trained when and how to wash
their hands. Without correct hand washing, any food establishment runs a great risk of making patrons
sick, or even poisoned. The most devastating result of ignoring this fact is that customers’ health will be
affected. A secondary result, also troubling, is the fact that restaurants lose business – or even go out of
business – if patrons become ill.
This guide will cover many skills and concepts. Why have we devoted the topic of hand washing to a
special preface? Because it is critically important. We hope you will learn many things about food service
training in the pages ahead but if you learn only one, it should be this . . .
Your food service workers need to be told to wash their hands frequently, at the right times, and
correctly.
For more information, see Critical Skill Five in the sections that follow.
We wish you – and your patrons – great health and every success in the future.
- The Tortal Editorial Team
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Why There’s a Critical Need for Food
Service Training
“Americans’ spending on dining out just overtook grocery sales for the first time ever.” According to
Michelle Jamrisko in Bloomberg Markets, April 14, 2016.
Make no mistake about it. A boom—a big boom—is taking place in American restaurants. Just take a look
at these statistics compiled by the National Restaurant Association for the 2016 Restaurant Industry Pocket
Factbook:
• Total U.S. restaurant industry sales are now $782.7 billion
• More than 1 million restaurants are now open for business in the U.S.
• Those restaurants employ 14.4 million people
• Restaurants are projected to hire an additional 1.7 million new employees by year 2026
The Pocket Factbook also reports these statistics about how Americans are dining out today:
• 50% of all Americans say that going to restaurants is “part of their lifestyle”
• 80% of American consumers say that dining out with friends and family is “a better use of their
time” than cooking and cleaning up at home
• 66% percent of consumers eat more ethnic cuisines than they did five years ago
• 75% of all smartphone users look at restaurant menus on them “at least a few times a year”
How the World of Food Service has Changed and Grown
Once upon a time in America, most restaurants were pretty similar. Diners entered, sat down at tables
and placed orders with waiters. But the classic “sit, be served, and eat” restaurant model changed in
1954 when a visionary named Ray Kroc introduced a whole new “fast food” system of food service at
McDonald’s that let patrons order their food at a counter and take it to their tables. That was all new, but it
wasn’t the final change that changed how restaurants work.
Today, Americans want to order and consume food just about everywhere they go – in health clubs, hotels,
highway rest stops, shopping malls. They’re ordering prepared foods today at fast food restaurants,
fast casual restaurants, casual dining restaurants, buffet-style restaurants, fine dining restaurants, ethnic
restaurants, coffee bars, hotel breakfast rooms and snack and juice bars in health clubs. They’re using apps
to order food for delivery or pickup. Plus, more and more Americans are picking up prepared meals in
supermarkets and taking them home.
Is Your Business Part of the Boom?
No matter what kind of food you serve or how you serve it, this special report will explore the six most
critical skills that your food service training program should include.
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Critical Skill One: Customer Service
Essentials for Food Service Workers
Why do your food-service employees need good customer service skills? It is because there is wisdom
in the old saying, “You never get a second chance to make a good first impression.” Unfortunately, the
opposite is also true – where food is concerned, you never get a second chance to correct a bad first
impression. Customers who have had negative experiences will not come back, will say negative things
about you to potential customers, and will post negative reviews online. The damage can be hard to undo.
Food service workers are a critical, front-line point of contact between your business and your customers
and clients. And that is true if your employees are waiters in your restaurant, attendants who oversee a
breakfast room in your hotel, staffers who whip up specialty blender drinks in a juice bar in your health
club, or drivers who deliver food to your customers’ homes.
It takes exceptional food service workers to make a great impression on your clients and customers. And
because few people are born with great natural customer-service skills, your training program should cover
these essentials:
Social Skills
If you have ever had a food server – or even a worker who took your food order at a drive-through lane
– thank you or wish you a nice day, you know what a big impact simple social niceties can make on your
overall impression of a restauarant and on the likelihood that you will return again.
A Positive and Energetic Attitude
Some individuals naturally possess great personalities, but such people are rare. And even if you are lucky
enough to be training people who do, their skills can still be improved through training. Your trainers
should be energetic presenters who model the kind of attitude that you want your trainees to project. And
your training materials – no matter if they are delivered in a classroom, in a computerized training room, or
on tablets or smartphones – should be engaging, positive, and upbeat. Bright graphics, interactive quizzes
and embedded videos can go a long way toward cultivating the right attitude in your trainees.
Specific Skills to Greet Customers
All your food service workers should be trained to make eye contact with arriving customers and to
welcome them enthusiastically with the right words (“good morning,” “good afternoon,” “good evening,”
or just an energetic “hello!”). They might also need to learn to deliver standardized company-specific
greetings (“Good evening and welcome to John’s Pub”) in an assured and polished way.
Cleanliness
All people who work with or around food need to hit this target. Clean hair, hands and clothing are
essential, and your training should reinforce your specific expectations and required cleanliness routines.
We will explore this topic in greater depth in the later chapters of this special report.
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An Appropriate Appearance
Your requirements will vary according to the nature of your food service or restaurant and of the job. If you
operate an upscale restaurant, the hosts and hostesses who greet patrons need to dress fashionably – and
possibly elegantly. If you are training workers for the food concession in a health club or spa, they can
dress in a way that is similar to your patrons or in branded apparel. If you operate a restaurant that has a
bar on its premises, your bar staff should understand exactly what you consider appropriate to wear and
what you do not. Training is the place to spell out all the specifics.
Multitasking Skills
Food service workers often face the challenge of serving multiple clients and, at the same time, making
each of them feel that they are experiencing excellent personal service. This is true in a restaurant where
waiters and waitresses serve three, four, five tables or more at the same time, but equally true in more
food service settings than you might expect. If you are training baristas for a coffee bar, for example, they
should understand how to make multiple patrons feel well served while they are placing orders, waiting
for their orders to be delivered, and while other patrons’ orders are being taken and filled. Dealing with
customers in such settings requires specific people skills that can be taught in training.
Stress Management
All your food service workers should be trained to make eye contact with arriving customers and to Let’s
face it – virtually all restaurant and food service jobs are stressful. You need workers who know how to stay
composed when they are multitasking, handling the complex tasks of preparing and serving food and
sometimes dealing with displeased customers. That is why your training programs should teach specific
skills for coping with stress on the job.
Using the Net Promoter Score™ to Measure the Impact of your Training
Improvements in customer satisfaction that your training achieves can be measured, quantified and
understood. One effective way is to apply the Net Promoter Score™ methodology that surveys customers
and rates their loyalty to your restaurant on a scale of 1-100. Note that the Net Promoter Score™ is a
registered trademark of Bain & Company.
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Critical Skill Two: Basic Food Safety
No restaurant wants to make patrons sick. Food-borne illnesses are nothing to take lightly. They are often
serious and long-lasting. And even if only a few patrons become slightly ill, the damage to reputation can
be irreparable.
As many stories that make the evening news show, the legal costs of being sued by patrons can be
extremely high. In 2015, a restaurant patron filed a suit for more than $1 million in damages after she
cracked a tooth while eating a salad that contained a foreign object. And just last year, lawsuits seeking
$millions in damages were filed against a restaurant that infected 100 patrons with shigella, a severe
diarrhoeal form of food poisoning. Granted, such cases are often settled out of court. But the dollar
amounts awarded and legal fees paid can amount to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Training is your Most Effective Prevention
That explains why food safety is the most important topic that your training should address. It is critically
important for all your workers – not only your cooks or servers - to be trained in both basic and advanced
food-safety skills. The workers who unload trucks and receive food from vendors need to make sure that
incoming frozen items are thoroughly frozen. Your kitchen staff needs to know how to prevent food from
becoming contaminated by germs and how to cook meats thoroughly. Even “secondary” employees like
hotel room service waiters and drivers who deliver food to customers should know how to practice good
food safety skills and alert you when potential problems arise.
Contamination is the Basic Problem
Food contamination is the biggest problem that your employees should know how to prevent. How does
food become contaminated? The answers to that question could surprise you, because food can become
contaminated in several ways:
•

Biological contamination happens when bacteria, viruses, fungi or parasites are allowed to contact your
food or – worse yet – allowed to grow in it. This happens when you acquire food from unsafe sources,
fail to store it correctly, do not heat meats to the correct internal temperatures, or allow food to come
into contact with contaminated or unclean equipment. It can also happen when food is handled by
personnel who have failed to correctly wash their hands.

•

Chemical contamination occurs when food comes into contact with detergents, pesticides, cleaning
supplies or hand sanitizers. Note that those chemicals are commonly found in all restaurants and
food service operations. If your staffers are not taught the proper procedures to prevent chemical
contamination, serious problems can result.

•

Physical contamination happens when non-food objects become mixed in with food and are served
to customers. This kind of contamination is perhaps the easiest to overlook when you are creating a
training program, but it is of critical importance. Among the most common non-food items that find
their way into food include packaging materials (staples, “twist-ems” that are used to close bags, bits
of plastic bags or food wrap) as well as toothpicks and hair.
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Preventative Skills and Protocols to Teach
Your training program must teach your employees how to prevent food from becoming contaminated.
Some of the needed skills seem obvious, like requiring your staffers to wash their hands, wear hairnets, stay
home from work if they are ill, and avoid sneezing in areas where food is prepared or served.
Other skills are less obvious, but just as critical. Unless your employees are taught to prevent cooked food
from coming into contact with uncooked food, food can become contaminated and make people ill.
Unless they understand that cooked meats cannot be placed on platters that previously held uncooked
meats, odds are good that contamination will take place. Unless your kitchen staff knows how to safely
receive frozen meats, inspect them for thawing, then store them promptly in freezers and make sure that
freezer temperatures are sufficiently low, bacterial contamination can happen.
Remember that none of these skills can be “taught, then forgotten.” You need to have systems in place
to make sure that food safety routines are practiced consistently – and to train your staffers to not only
understand protocols, but to practice them diligently.
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Critical Skill Three: Cooking Times
and Temperatures
Your patrons do not want to eat foods that are cold or undercooked. Even worse, patrons who eat
undercooked meats and shellfish are very likely to become ill.
How difficult is it to cook or heat foods to the proper temperature levels? At first glance, it is tempting to
think that there is not much to know about this issue. Any meat thermometer tells you the basics, right?
Rare beef should be cooked to an internal temperature of about 150 Fahrenheit (F) and well-cooked beef
to about 170 F. Without exception, pork should be cooked to a well-done internal temperature of at least
175 F. And to be safe, poultry should reach an internal temperature of at least 185 F.
It all sounds pretty simple, right? But in fact it is not, especially in restaurant settings. In order to assure the
safety of your dining patrons, your food preparers must be trained in some critical specifics about taking
the internal temperatures of meats. These include:
•

Knowing about the “15-second window,” which means that unless the correct internal temperature that
is shown on a meat thermometer remains steady for 15 seconds (and does not drop), the meat requires
more cooking time.

•

Having the skill to select the right kind of thermometer and probe for the food that is being prepared.
Without this knowledge, incorrect measurements of internal temperature result.

•

Knowing where to test meats for internal temperature. In general, the right place to measure is in the
thickest part of the food, where it takes the most time to reach the correct temperature.

•

Understanding that local laws and regulations may apply. It might be surprising to hear that cities and
municipalities sometimes mandate the internal temperatures of meats – pork and chicken especially –
that may be served. If your establishment is ignorant of these requirements or does not strictly observe
them, you could be cited for a violation.

Training is required to prevent these problems. And again, employees should not only understand the
basics, they should be taught to comply with strict protocols and procedures in their work.
What about Safely Preparing Stuffed Poultry, Ground Beef, Eggs and Fish?
Here, things become even more complicated, and training is needed to make sure that food items are
safely prepared. How should your cooks measure the internal temperature of a stuffed chicken or turkey,
for example? If stuffing has not reached the correct temperature, it could expose diners to bacterial or
other contamination. How thoroughly should scrambled eggs, or sauces that contain eggs, be heated?
And what about fish? Can a thick serving of salmon remain pink in the middle for example, and what is the
safe cooking temperature for thin flounder fillets or scallops? If you are serving raw seafood in an oyster
bar or at a sushi restaurant, are there local laws that need to be observed?
All those questions, and more, need to be addressed carefully in your training.
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Critical Skill Four: Food Allergens
How widespread and serious are food allergies? What is the likelihood that a patron in your restaurant will
be affected? Here are some sobering statistics compiled by Food Allergy Research and Education (FARE):
•
•
•
•

About 15 million Americans suffer from food allergies – many without knowing it.
One in 13 American children under age 18 suffer from food allergies. “That’s roughly two in every
classroom,” FARE notes.
Reactions send more than 200,000 Americans to the emergency room every year. That translates to
one emergency room visit every three minutes.
Allergic reactions to food can range from mild (itching) to severe and potentially fatal.

Everyone today understands that some individuals can have allergic reactions – even life-threatening to foods that contain shellfish, peanuts, or other nuts. That explains why many restaurants either avoid
preparing dishes that contain nuts, or post warnings on their menus stating that certain items contain nuts.
But is that enough to protect your patrons? No, it is not. For one thing, a number of pre-packaged sauces
and oils that are used in preparing foods contain nut oils; unless your cooks are trained to check for those
ingredients, those oils can find their way into your cooked foods.
Another troubling reality is that allergic reactions can occur when the foods you prepare contain
combinations of ingredients that interact and trigger a patron’s allergic response for the first time. For
example, a patron who did not realize he or she was allergic to shellfish consumes lobster that is made with
a particular spice, or consumed with red wine, and suddenly suffers a severe allergic reaction.
Those frightening scenarios help explain why it is critically important to train all your restaurant workers in
four different areas:
•

They need to be aware of, and understand the most common food allergies, especially allergies to nuts
and shellfish.

•

They need to how to prepare foods that will be safe for patrons with food allergies. This can be
complex. Your cooks should be aware, for example, that it is imperative to carefully read the labels on
all oils, sauces, and spices that they use. Remember, your cooks do not need to cook with peanuts to
prepare foods that can trigger an allergic reaction to nuts.

•

They should understand that food allergens can be carried not just by foods, but by cutlery and plates
that have not been correctly washed.

•

They need to understand the symptoms of allergic reactions and know what to do. Allergic reactions
do not always include sneezing or difficulty in breathing; some are subtle and easy to miss. If a patron
becomes agitated, panicked, sweaty, or flushed, all your restaurant staffers need to react instantly and
to call for medical assistance at once. They should be trained to know exactly what to do.

Though easy to overlook, these are critically important subjects to teach well in your food service training.
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Critical Skill Five: Hand Washing and
Personal Hygiene
We have all seen signs in restaurant washrooms that say, “All employees are required to wash their hands
before returning to work.” It is good that those signs are posted. But the sobering fact is that it takes more
than signs to assure that your employees not only wash their hands, but do so thoroughly enough to kill
bacteria, remove any traces of soap or antibacterial sanitizers, and meet other stringent requirements.
Remember too that these rules apply to everyone in any dining establishment – not only cooks or waiters,
but hosts, table bussers, beverage servers, and more. If part of your restaurant host’s job is to hand foods
to patrons who come in to pick up orders, for example, he or she needs to wash hands often and properly.
These statistics underscore how imperative it is for your training to cover the proper procedures and
protocols:
•
•
•
•

The spread of germs from the hands of food handlers accounts for 89% of all foodborne illnesses that
are contracted in restaurants.
76 million Americans every year are affected by food-borne illnesses, and 33 million of those people
became ill from eating in restaurants.
325,000 people every year are hospitalized because of food-borne illnesses.
5,000 people every year die from those illnesses.

Basic Protocols for Effective Hand Washing
We all think we know how to wash our hands, and we probably expect that our restaurant employees know
how to wash their hands too. That could explain why we fail to understand the importance of establishing
stringent routines to prevent the spread of food-borne diseases. Your employees need to be trained to
wash their hands:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thoroughly, with appropriate soaps, and then to dry them with single-use paper towels, not cloth
towels that have been used by other people.
After using the bathroom, sneezing, handling money, using cellphones, or touching the hair.
After shaking hands with other people.
After clearing tables or taking out the trash.
After picking up anything that has fallen onto the floor.
After eating or drinking—even if that only meant taking a drink of water from a clean glass.
Before removing clean dishes and cutlery from dishwashers.
After touching doorknobs, soiled plates and linens – any items that have not been thoroughly sanitized.

What About Rubber Gloves?
Similarly, employees in many food service positions should be trained how to use single-use, restaurantgrade disposable gloves when handling food – with no exceptions. Note that employees should be trained
to reject gloves that are defective or that do not fit properly, since only gloves that are used correctly can
prevent disease.
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There’s More to Personal Hygiene than Just Washing Hands
It can be challenging to get employees to review their habits and routines regarding their personal
cleanliness and health. Yet it is imperative – nothing less than that - to drive home key concepts in your
training. Employees should be taught that it is their responsibility to inform you if they:
•
•
•
•
•

Have colds, elevated temperatures or other illnesses.
Have open sores, boils, pimples or wounds.
Are using bandages to protect cuts or abrasions.
Have been in contact with people who are ill.
Are suffering from highly communicable diseases like hepatitis. (Note that it can be a good idea to
require food workers to submit physicians’ statements that certify that they have been tested and are
free from communicable diseases; speak with your HR department to determine whether your company
can legally do so.)

Other Hygiene Concepts to Cover in Training
Your training should not hesitate to teach other basic habits of good personal hygiene. Employees should
be advised that they are expected to bathe daily using appropriate soaps and shampoos and to wear
garments, undergarments and uniforms that are freshly laundered. They should buy shoes—or wear
company-issued shoes—that are worn exclusively at work and stored there. They should avoid wearing
rings or other items of jewelry on the job. Did you know that bacteria can thrive under rings, for example,
or hide between the links of jewelry chains and then be transferred to foods? Similar considerations apply
to piercings and tattoos—especially tattoos that have been recently applied. Delving into those topics can
require delicacy. Often the best approach is to refrain from hiring people with tattoos or body piercings if
you do not choose to employ them for specific jobs - but that is a sensitive topic to discuss with your HR
department.
Those considerations explain why your training program should not cut corners about personal health and
hygiene.
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Critical Skill Six: Avoiding Violations
As we noted at the beginning of this special report, any food business can suffer long-lasting harm if it
fails to pass an inspection – or even worse, if local authorities temporarily close it down because of an
infraction. But that is not the only peril your restaurant can face from authorities. Here are some topics that
your training should cover, especially when training personnel who will supervise your food operations:
Rules for Complying with Local Health Laws and Codes
When inspectors come, for example, what will they be looking for? Will your restaurant have to supply
documentation that required measures have been taken to prevent infestations by insects and rodents?
Are cooking oils and other supplies stored where they cannot be contaminated by heat or dampness?
What checklists will be used to evaluate the cleanliness of stoves, cookers, sinks and other equipment?
Required Certifications (if any)
Are your chefs, food handlers or other employees required to pass any exams and earn certification
before they can work in the food service industries in your city or town? If so, your training should include
information on how to prepare.
Fire Prevention
Remember that all cities and towns require fire inspections – and that failure to meet requirements
regarding smoke detectors, fire extinguishers and well-marked fire exits – could get your restaurant closed
on the spot, often for extended periods of time.
OSHA Lawa
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration has laws in place to protect workers’ safety and health
and to assure that they are working appropriate hours in safe conditions. Your training for managers should
therefore include information about what OHSA requires, how its demands can be met, when OHSA
inspections can be expected, and what steps can be taken if violations are found when OHSA visits.
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How to Deliver Training that’s
Thorough, Economical and Flexible
As you have read this special report, you have noticed that there are a lot of important bases to cover in
the training that you provide to your restaurant and food service workers. Most of the topics are not merely
“nice to have,” but imperative. At the same time, you need to provide training for a reasonable cost. And
there is another factor to consider too – you need training that is flexible enough to let you train for your
specific requirements, like the necessity of preparing employees to obtain local certifications. Another
consideration? You may need to train employees whose primary language is Spanish, or who will work in
settings where both Spanish and English are spoken.
If you are looking for training that meets all those needs, we invite you to check out Tortal Training’s Out of
the Box Training Solutions. Contact Tortal Training to learn more.
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